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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

INQUIRY INTO CONSTRUCTION AND PROCUREMENT OF FERRY VESSELS IN 

SCOTLAND 

SUBMISSION FROM G.W BURNS 

Further to receipt of information from the committee assistant clerk and with 

reference to the relevant web addresses and publically available documents. I detail 

my concerns as an individual Scottish tax code tax payer and citizen in relation to the 

above. 

The paperwork and e mails received use words like, call for evidence, hear your 

views and submit written views – I regard my comments as views formed from 

available evidence. But’ conscious that this may cut across the restricted nature of 

the remit before the committee. I have copied in my comments to all my local MSP 

members of the committee. On the understanding that they cannot reply or comment 

directly to me, apart from confirming that they have received and read same. The 

Committee clerical team can obviously forward to all members my comments in total 

or part. 

All quotes mentioned by me are available in public documents on the website 

advised to me by representatives of the Scottish Aviation, Maritime, Freight and 

Canals Department in a freedom of information request regarding these Ferries. 

As I have not had time to digest fully the “policy on treatment of written evidence by 

subject and mandatory committees”, I have not attributed in the main names to the 

quotes stated but these can be found on the publicly available documents mentioned 

above. 

Unfortunately due to the time constraints and the depth of information to sift through, 

my submission may not be as detailed as I would wish. But I trust my views will be 

treated as genuine and concerned input either formally, through the committee chair 

or by my local committee representatives’ filtering any information considered 

relevant. 

Please find my concerns attached in in three documents below: 

1. Assumptions 

2. Period 14/07/14 – 16/08/19 

3. Call for evidence points under “hope to explore “&“hear your views “  

Given the multitude of other priorities requiring resources in Scotland presently, 

including Education,  NHS, Mental Health, Social Care, Housing, Homeless, 

Foodbanks, Public Services, Economy and the Environment etc. The scale and cost 

of this ongoing saga demands the utmost public scrutiny. 

Thank you for taking the time to digest an individual’s comments. 
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Scotland must have faith in its representatives’ capacity and competence when 

making decisions on its behalf. 

1. Assumptions: 

 

• The world does not start on 09/12/19. The sums involved in this debacle 

warrant the closest scrutiny given these sums could have been employed in 

other critical areas, even the purchase of another two Ferries or committed to 

regenerate the local area in question in a different and modern direction. 

 

•  Any public spirited committee or its individual members will not allow any 

attempt to wipe the period 14/07/14 to 16/08/19 from history. That is an 

action normally associated with a totalitarian state, not an enlightened, 

transparent and democratic government. 

 

• There is no understanding of the present and future without reference to the 

past. Mistakes can only be averted if previous mistakes are investigated and 

responsibility identified. 

 

• That the F.M. , Scottish Government, Scottish Ministers and Parliament 

represent the Scottish people in total and that they are the elected servants 

of the people. 

 

• That “current and future challenges and opportunities“, cannot be properly 

assessed without reference to the past. 

 

• That all individuals mentioned in the available paperwork are regarded as 

potential witnesses, including but not limited to, the F.M. Scottish Ministers for 

transport, ferries , the islands and finance, CMAL management, FMEL 

management, CBC management  and CFL management. 

 

• That this INquiry has the right to recommend an ENquiry where any 

individuals or bodies could be held to account should any misuse of public 

funds have occurred. 

 

• That any Scottish person would willingly lend assistance to any Scottish 

person or enterprise if there was a clear pathway for them to become 

viable and sustainable through their own efforts. 

 

• That no realistic private or public body would attempt to resurrect industries 

no longer viable or competitive in a global environment, for example coal or 

proposing Linwood, from almost scratch to produce electric Hillman Imp cars 

in catch up and competition with Tesla, BMW, VW, Volvo, Toyota, KIA or 
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Daewoo at the tax payers or other projects expense. 

 

• That irrespective of the high 50/60% of people employed in the public sector, 

there is no strategy to supplement this with further excessive public 

ownership, till in effect Scotland is a communist state with the detrimental 

impact on human incentive and living standards. 

 

• That Scotland’s greatest hero previously held in respect worldwide – Sir 

Common Sense – is not sacrificed at the altar of political expediency. 

 

• That in shipbuilding propeller speed is more important than P.R. speed. 

 

• That a ship, any ship has in the main a high percentage of common 

characteristics and shipbuilding is by experience and evolution not complex to 

experienced shipbuilding enterprises. The engines and propulsion systems 

are not necessarily complex either, only the fuel/energy that drives them and 

associated safety and design requirements. Diesel, Petrol all had tanks, Sail 

needed wind. But Archimedes and his bath are common to all ships. Purists 

often refer to ferries not as ships but as boxes with a sharp end and a blunt 

end. 

 

2. 14/07/14 – 16/08/19: 

 

• VRDP approved by Mr. Mackay 14/07/14 

• Budget of 80M for two relevant vessels 

• Procurement process started 15/10/14 

• Invitations to tender put out 10/12/14 

• 7 tenders received from 6 yards by deadline of 31/03/15 

Q1 – Who submitted two tenders and why? 

Q2 –Were any other UK yards invited to tender? Babcock? Rolls Royce 

supplied engines and LNG Tanks for M/S Stavangerfjord ordered Oct. 2010 

operating July 2013, built by Bergen Group Fosen, with hull at Stocznia 

Gdansk and interior Rissa Shipyard Norway. 

• Preferred tenderer – the bids were evaluated on price 50% and quality 

50%. 

• 20/08/15 –taken together FMEL had the highest quality and highest price 

and achieved the highest overall evaluation score. 

Q3 – How can a yard with no QA/QC system, limited resources, manpower, 

design capability, Quay space, undercover space, inadequate project and 

operations management – coupled with inability to fund project or provide 

normal project guarantees, Score higher than other yards possessing these , 
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when FMEL also have the highest price? An extract from documents reads 

“whilst CBC are well versed in the manufacturing environment, the 

shipbuilding business is not known to them previously” 

Q4 – can the committee or an independent body access the evaluation process 

and other tenderers submissions? Identify the individual or department in 

charge of this evaluation process for them to justify their reasoning? 

• FMEL cost for each vessel £50,247,500, later reduced to £48,500,000 

after post tender negotiations. Equivalent to a man hour reduction of 7 – 

10% 

Q5 – What were these post tender negotiations? Was this an unfair agreed 

reduction based on other tenderers prices? 

• Other extracts from available documents relevant around tender 

award time: 

• “parent company guarantee has not been made available “ 

• “it is felt that the current deal, that has been negotiated with FMEL is the 

best that can be achieved, given the financial restrictions the yard is 

operating under, as explained to us by CBC” 

• “without guarantees for all payments made there is substantial risk” 

• “under normal circumstances it is probably unlikely that a company the 

size of CMAL would take on the risk” 

• “the board feel it is their absolute duty to point out the risks to their 

shareholder, and in that respect would expect approval, should SG wish 

this project to proceed” 

• “the vessels are late being delivered and the buyer wishes to cancel the 

contract and have their payments refunded – this is always a possibility, 

but unless it became ridiculous would CMAL wish to do this” 

• “DFM approved financial implications prior to FM announcement 

• FMEL were preferred bidder on 31/08/15” 

• “the risk of major infrastructure requirements to accommodate these 

vessels – is considered low” 

Q6 – Has/will there be major infrastructure requirements – will the ships fit the 

port or the port have to fit the ships? 

• The internet profile of Erik Ostergaard reflects someone with extensive 

experience in shipbuilding and marine engineering and held in high 

esteem within the industry. 

• Extracts of e mail from EO to Tom Docherty, John Nicholls and redacted 

others 26/09/15 14.42 but attached to document 08/10/15 18.24 from 

redacted to Minister for transport and Islands c.c. heavily redacted – 

subject request for ministerial approval to award ferry contract to FMEL. 
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• EO – “ at present the bulk of the possible engagement with a newly 

established shipyard with no track record at all of building ferries of this 

size is an unsecured risk – totally of track of what is normal practice for the 

shipping industry” 

• “ there is no way the board can recommend the SG through CMAL can 

take this level of unsecured risk” 

• EO – refers to previous meeting with Keith Brown on 05/08/14 in respect 

of the delays of the Loch Seaforth where the minister highlighted CMAL 

obligations – also in respect of future new build contracts – “ to thoroughly 

exercise due diligence to safeguard part that future vessels were 

delivered on time, on spec. and at the stipulated costs and with proper 

penalties and guarantees” 

• EO – “ unless of course SG have substantially changed their view in this    

respect”         

• EO - “ in my opinion – bin the present result and start from scratch 

on the basis of our initial requirements. 

Q7- given the above would any reasonable individual conclude at this point 

that internal shipbuilding and operational experienced people,( bearing in 

mind they are supposed to be the immediate customer and operator of current 

and new vessels), are concerned at the proposed tenderers capability but also 

deviations from normal commercial contracts? 

Q8 – would business leaders and management consultants agree that should 

the above concerns be ignored or brushed aside then the normal commercial 

relationship between buyer and seller, client and vendor would be undermined 

at all levels. 

• SG approve contract award to FMEL for 106M in October 2015 

Q9 – what is the committee’s and witness views at this point – is there a 

proper commercial relationship between Scottish Government, Transport 

Scotland, FMEL, CBC, CMAL and CFC? A relationship which should have 

secured the best price, the best quality, the least risk and best delivery? Has 

the other stakeholders’ interests been taken into account, namely, the 

taxpayer, residents and visitors to the islands, tourism, other projects and not 

forgetting the small number of employees at FMEL when taken over by CBC 

and the immediate area of the shipyard. 

Q10 – Had SG heeded advice and placed order with another established 

shipyard with track record, would Scotland have been 100 – 200 M to the good 

for other projects plus two Ferry’s fully operational by now? 

Q11 – What is the root cause of the situation you – we – the Scottish people 

are in?  Is it the root causes? Defined in T Hair review dated 09/12/19 which 

also highlights “ still no right to terminate” as a performance penalty, projects 
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an 80% probability risk with several get out of jail statements. Or is there a 

deeper significant root cause? 

Q12 – Do the committee agree that the following root cause should be 

considered by the committee and witnesses to make this whole exercise of 

inquiry creditable and if so this credibility cannot be sustained or confirmed 

unless the main participants form part of the inquiry.  

Potential Root Cause: That the Scottish Government at all levels saw political 

advantage in awarding these Ferry’s to FMEL based on dogma and a romantic 

historical view of Clyde Shipbuilding. Without due regard to who they are 

supposed to represent and in doing so have deprived much needed funds for 

other projects and portrayed themselves and Scotland in a negative and 

incompetent light, together with harming the historical perception associated 

with Clyde Shipbuilding. In other words they have achieved the opposite to 

what they set out to do at ordinary people’s expense and this continues to be 

an open wound. 

• Below are some extracts from available documents in the period 2015 to 

2019 which may assist in defining root cause. 

• “presentational issues – – given the significance of the award in respect of 

Scottish Government investment in the Ferry Fleet , retention and creation 

of jobs at a resurgent Ferguson Shipyard and the scale of the costs, we 

will work with press TS colleagues and CMAL to ensure maximum positive 

publicity from this significant announcement” 

• “ – it would be appropriate for Mr. Mackay – to lead on this announcement, 

highlighting the benefits to the islands as well as the jobs and training 

opportunities in Inverclyde” 

• “ Clearly in our interests to see FMEL flourish” 

• “noted need to expand the narrative around FMEL in public comms – 350 

jobs , Shipbuilding Renaissance on the Clyde, leading edge tech. etc.” 

• Perhaps indicative of priorities public ship name competition only part of 

project meeting delivery and performance boundaries. 

• “ we remain firm in our belief that it is important for Scotland and in 

particular the Scottish Ferry Fleet in particular and therefore CMAL that a 

modern competitive shipbuilding capability be retained on the Clyde” 

• “ so critical is this issue that I have already briefed the Scottish 

Government and Transport Scotland in full on this matter and I believe I 

have the full support for the requests made above” 

• “ thanks for this please find attached update/summary note on FMEL 

(which I sent you separately a short time ago so you could get it into FM 

weekend box” 

• “there is an opportunity for FM to launch one of the vessels in Aug. or Nov. 

this year” 
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• “future for Scottish Enterprise to further support the future viability of 

FMEL” 

• “ due to FMEL strategic importance to the future of shipbuilding in 

Scotland we have a shared objective of securing its future viability” 

• “to establish a modern shipbuilding capability on the Clyde, which is of 

huge strategic importance and benefit for Scotland and its Ferry Fleet. The 

contract term must be considered against that backdrop and not merely 

compared to usual market practice. We, the Scottish Government, and 

CMAL all need to work together to ensure the continued success of the 

company” 

• “it is clearly important for all parties involved to honour the commitments in 

correspondence between Scottish Government and FMEL. Clearly all this 

is tied to ensuring the continued viability of FMEL as a way of protecting 

jobs and the local economy in Port Glasgow and to ensure delivery of 

these two vessels for deployment” 

• “we should be under no illusions that FMEL are struggling and that if we 

do not assist in the manner set out then the project has a high likely hood 

of failure” 

Comment – the period 2017 till 16/08/19 basically saw a lingering death, punctuated 

by meetings attended by various personnel of limited shipbuilding competence, 

discussing hypothetical scenarios which grew further from reality as time progressed 

– in relation to performance and delivery.  

In addition the period from award till 16/08/19 also produced a lot of hot air, meetings 

and paperwork in regard to performance penalties, payment and surety bond, which 

in a proper and fair tender process would have been agreed and binding prior to 

award. 

Q13 – Given all the available paperwork and T Hair review and the situation as 

it stands does the committee agree unanimously that the yard in question at 

the time of being given preferred bidder status and awarded the contract was 

not fit for purpose – and is still not fit for purpose according to T Hair. This 

ultimately brings us back to root cause and responsibility for a debacle of 

such proportions. 

 

Q14 – are there any liabilities going forward? 

Breach of E.U. procurement process and inappropriate state aid – at this point and to 

completion, is there any part of the original contract remaining? 

Vessel design 

Vessel specification 
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Vessel speed 

Vessel capacity 

Delivery dates 

Payment terms 

Performance penalties etc. 

Some quotes during the process to date in this regard: 

“Compatible with procurement regulations and state aid regulations and that any risk 

of challenge is minimized” 

“This recommendation is made on the basis that the economic balance of the 

contract is not altered to the extent that the risk of challenge is heightened” 

“The timing and quantum of payments to FMEL to have input from SGLD, 

Procurement, and state aid colleagues to minimize the risk of challenge” 

“Following careful consideration of the legal, procurement and financial issues, 

Scottish Ministers are satisfied that under this arrangement the economic balance of 

the contract is not altered to the extent that the risk of challenge is heightened” 

“Possible to provide support to FMEL in other ways out with the contract” – “the 

considerations involve colleagues across SG and are unlikely to impact directly on 

CMAL relationship with FMEL” 

“That you feel SG should step in. However given we are owned by Scottish Ministers 

this is effectively – self insuring – this, we are advised, would breach rules to which 

we are subject relating to both procurement and state aid” 

“ Briefing paper forwarded to TS and upwards to Scottish Ministers – this is being 

considered both in principle and in regard to legal advice and grounds for potential 

challenge by third parties or regulators” 

“Materially alter the contracts from those originally tendered through the OJEU 

process and may expose the procedure to challenge” “separately the suggested 

underwriting of the guarantees by the Scottish Ministers is being considered by 

Ministers themselves” 

“In a competitive procurement exercise whatever arrangements are in place would 

apply equally to all bidders. There is more likely to be a challenge if procurement 

process appears to be favoring a single Scottish Shipyard consistently” 

“In conclusion we would advise ministers – against underwriting” “continue work 

on further support for FMEL and come back with options for future shipbuilding 

procurements” 
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Q15 – Given the above, taking into account that it appears that SG have not 

underwritten Surety Bond although payment terms were altered, and other 

options for support were being considered to assist FMEL with the Surety 

Bond and payment schedule. Would a reasonable person conclude that SG 

were sailing close to the wind, even circumventing E.U. procurement process 

and state aid – almost adopting a modified Brexit approach five years ahead of 

its time? More importantly has this “challenge” door been closed? And if not 

what is the cost and damage of such challenge? 

Q16 – Warranties – the state of the vessels – main engines lying idle insitu or 

storage – with other equipment – deteriorating –outwith say two year 

guarantee – are these vessels now second hand – all as seen and agreed no 

warranty given or implied? Are the operators and the island public taking on 

future trouble? 

Q17 – Given the unsafe working areas as shown in document photos coupled 

with 7% high absence rate – are there any outstanding claims in relation to 

industrial accidents? 

Q18 – what will be the book value of these vessels when/if, finished ,  not the 

actual cost hopefully but the market value?  

Q19 – given the emphasis on retaining this Shipyard facility on the Clyde and 

surrounding area – has this actually been accomplished to any degree? 

Design – Vera Navis – Portugal 

LNG tanks from China – climate friendly? 

Wartsila Engines and Propulsion 

Contractors – 92 employees 

Labour from Intermarine Group body in Poland 

Lack of personnel locally 

As it stands at best approx. if work available less than 100 core employees 

Apprentices 37 - Good but ratio to core employees not conducive to proper 

training, especially during this contract to date. 

Q20 – was the other shipbuilder on the Clyde – whose name apparently cannot 

be spoken- offered this facility even for nothing if they initially took on 

workforce? There always seems to be a concern when there are gaps between 

their military contracts which surely can be filled by planned commercial work 

– are they considered British? Documents seem to show that FMEL was 
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already doing subcontract work for them anyway. Given their experience and 

resources Sir Common Sense would embrace this concept. 

Q21 – are there any areas where costs can be recouped, or are the following, 

the builders’ responsibility and if so indicative of competence: 

Glasgow College computer modelling initially unfit for modelling, requiring upgrade. 

LNG tank all way from China arrived in Antwerp with dent, returned to China for 

repair and back again – repair and transport costs and consequential delay. 

Wartsila gearboxes delivered to FMEL with incorrect direction of rotation. Propellor 

‘A’ brackets delivered flat pack. 

Vera Navis concept design flawed? 

Q22 – during this process to what extent was the Scottish Parliament kept 

informed by courtesy or formally? The paperwork implies that in order to 

support FMEL , finance had to be brought forward from Transport Scotland 

2018/2019 budget into 2017/2018 period – how and did this affect other 

infrastructure projects or cause delays in settling disputes and associate 

impact – e.g. AWPR contractor payment. 

Q23 – has SG or associated departments got an approved vendor list based on 

modern criteria? 

Q24 – has Scotland got a Scotland First policy similar to America First policy 

in effect an insular and inward approach in conflict with the global 

environment?  C.E.O. of G.S.K. wrote in the Times recently – “You have to put 

money with discipline, and stop putting money in places that are not a 

priority” “ three priorities for the company, innovation, performance and trust 

– with innovation being the first one”  

Should the role of government be to support successful business not operate 

business. 

Q24 – was FMEL effectively nationalized in 2017 given increasing involvement 

by SG departments and financial support and scrutiny – supervising an 

activity with which they had no competence or experience? Resulting in nearly 

2 years unnecessary pain and cost to those affected – tax payer and islanders.  

 

3. Call for Evidence – points under “hope to explore” & “hear your views” 

Hope to explore under four bullet points: 

Government in consultation with all stakeholders, namely the islanders, tourist 

boards, local councils, operators and asset holders should identify necessary 
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requirements for the efficient and cost effective operation of services to the Islands 

and their communities. 

Not a wish list but a practical and common sense identification of requirements and 

the period and type of use. 

This requirement and specification should be clear and achievable, not a vision, 

dream or concept, but one that complies with current classification and allow 

immediate design, drawings and work to begin once tender awarded. 

At this stage this should not involve experiment, Barnes Wallis trial and error or 

building a facility from scratch – but production of the bomb when tender awarded 

and capable of breaching the dam when required at fixed cost.   

An approved vendor list should then be drawn up by competent personnel (technical, 

financial, health and safety, quality assurance, environment and ethical etc.) with all 

global shipbuilders being given the opportunity to satisfy the criteria for list inclusion. 

The vendor list should reflect a broad range of capability for varied use based on 

identified requirements. 

The vendor list should be accessed when there is a defined need and a manageable 

number of reputable and experienced vendors identified relevant to the requirement 

– all capable of handling the project in its entirety and complying with all the contract 

terms – all – a commercial and binding contract – not a charity or philosophical 

exercise or political driven project – binding with associated penalties and the 

nuclear deterrent of cancellation and redress. 

Government should if acceptable approve the tender award, cost and fixed contract 

cost and terms, based on the need and funding – no other distraction or desire 

should influence this. 

Government should appoint a small competent team to oversee the chosen tenderer 

and progress, this should be independent of the operator, government and the 

builder – any variations or exclusions can only be approved in writing by this team –

but these should be minimal if proper requirements are defined at the outset. 

These requirements represent the priority in any such exercise and cannot be 

rushed for any reason, including political, cost or demand. 

Any tenderer shortcomings should be addressed anchored to the contract terms. 

Government should not undertake ownership of commercial enterprises full stop, 

with support only being provided to enterprises which are viable and not rely on a 

romantic view of the past – jute, coal, John Browns Bowler Hat should be celebrated 

in museum and the enterprise and ingenuity of the Scottish people promoted and 

developed in modern and technological environments – not large employers – but 
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small and medium enterprises in niche climates which further create cluster type 

environments and sustainable growth. 

Yes Government has a Social Responsibility but this should be at arms length and 

sensible – this “no stone shall be left unturned” approach is popular in the short term 

but destructive and divisive in the long term – Fraserburgh with 850 employees gets 

a pebble – but the Clyde with 77 employees gets a boulder – and the taxpayer gets 

an avalanche.  

Hear your views : 

Point 1 – at the most the yard should be left with one vessel to complete, with 

enquiries made as to whether any other yard would take on the 802 equipment, 

review the fabrication and submit a price to complete. 

Point 2 – the islanders and tourist industry have been left with vessels past their sell 

by dates and weather and breakdown delays, the tax payer has funded a disaster, 

funds have been diverted which could have been used in other priorities, the project 

and all associated with it have had their reputations tarnished. But reference to the 

root cause should be made to highlight responsibility for this project in total. 

Point 3 – see Points to Explore above for SG to limit their involvement etc and have 

a proper and independent process. 

Point 4 – as above 

Point 5 – Smile 

Point 6 – Nationalising FMEL is a disaster – an open wound – festering for how long 

and at what price – as above if they must only one vessel should be approved to 

continue – Upper Clyde should be approached to take over F.O.C. once the vessel is 

completed – overall lesson to be learned – that knowledge of the M8 does not 

necessary make you competent in other fields – commercial business operating with 

the requirement to turn a profit should be left to commercial business. 

Any future contracts should be awarded as explained earlier in a competitive 

and independent procurement process. Which guarantees the best outcome 

for the user and the taxpayer, not a political or third party? 

Point 7 – see Q17 – as it would appear, to a reasonable person, that SG have 

been active in considering options to bypass certain aspects of E.U. 

procurement and state aid regulations (which appear still open to challenge),  

in order to achieve a desired outcome.  

It can be assumed that UK departure from E.U. will be embraced in the area of 

procurement compliance by SG. 
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However it should be absolute and mandatory that any procurement process 

complies with best global, commercial, competitive and procurement practice - 

fully transparent and auditable by independent sources. 

 

 


